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Introduction 

 

Machrihanish... 
After 21 years at the Seabird Observatory  I still continue to be surprised at the 
exceptional birdlife here: more so during a WNW gale event when the drama of 
thousands of southbound seabirds along with likely sightings / photographs of semi-
rarities, the possible, unpredictable, occurrence of a major rarity and periodic 
identification challenges contribute towards an immense sensation of excitement.    
I hope the reader finds this reflected in the following report which I believe does 
justice to this remarkable watchpoint in SW Kintyre. 
The Machrihanish area has habitats ranging from rocky and sandy shores, uplands 
and an unspoilt coastline with miles of dune slacks along with woodland, farmland 
and freshwater streams that boasts a fine list of birds including some scarce resident 
species, breeding and winter visitors and scarce passage migrants, whilst WNW gale 
events can often throw up regular rarities. 
Although its geographic location is ideal for the birdwatcher, the appeal of 
Machrihanish is much broader than just the birds.  There is truly outstanding scenery 
here with Jura, Islay and Northern Ireland to the W / NW and genuinely plenty on 
offer for many interests including golf, surfing and sea / freshwater fishing.   
The very popular Kintyre Way  for the hiker passes through the village.      
 

Much sought-after non-bird species by visitors interested in wildlife photography 
include Grey and Common Seals , Bottle -nosed Dolphins and above all...Otters .  
MSBO aims to continue to provide a reference with access to information about rare, 
scarce birds and all notable ornithological / wildlife occurrences within this diverse 
area.  To report your sightings, or to have photographs of your own appear on our 
website send all e-mails to msbowarden@yahoo.com  
Reports of rare and many scarce birds are subject to ratification by the appropriate 
rarities committee.   
Many thanks to everyone who visited / supported or contributed to MSBO throughout 
2014.  We look forward to seeing you and bringing you news of scarce / unusual 
birds, gale event movements / fly-by’s off this prominent headland and other 
sightings from around Machrihanish throughout 2015. 

 

 

Cover Photo – a first-winter Kumlien’s Iceland Gull 26
th

 January (the first MSBO record). 
There were at least 20 Kumlien’s in the UK / Ireland during 22

nd
 –  

28
th

 January 2014 including two birds in Highland (Birdguides UK) 



             Otters and dolphins

‘Otterly’ brilliant - look at those whiskers!  Prey

Bottle-nosed Dolphins off MSBO

tters and dolphins  attract more visitors than birds!

look at those whiskers!  Prey here is a rather large Three-bearded Rockling

 

nosed Dolphins off MSBO (two adults and a juvenile) 

attract more visitors than birds!  

 
bearded Rockling 

 



Machrihanish Seabird Observatory
 
The MSBO was manned intermittingly during January / 
April - 23rd November.   The
the year, details of the completion / commencement of all funded projects
accompanied by 36 photographs.
See Monthly Reports  for the 
 
Funding 2014... 
During the year MSBO received substantial funding
benefactor , Argyll Bird Club
Funded projects completed 
ramp and a concrete square with a standing stone feature
was undertaken by McFadyens Contractors Ltd
Much needed new optical / camera equipment 
many exciting new images to add to the MSBO photographic archives (see photo of 
the year below). 
Argyll and Bute Council 
sections on the NE / SE sections of the original hide including a new door.  In 
addition, a very sturdy roof was built over the viewing platform and includes a NW 
hatch that will provide protection from
be an excellent additional shelter 
squalls arrive from the WNW and for visitors comfort when MSBO is closed. 
Several coats of oil-based teak preservative 
 

MSBO:  specifically designed for seawatching and 

Machrihanish Seabird Observatory  (MSBO) 2014... 

was manned intermittingly during January / March then 
The Report includes the main ornithological 
completion / commencement of all funded projects

photographs.   
the full seasonal Systematic Lists  of selected species.

MSBO received substantial funding / donations from 
Argyll Bird Club  and Alistair Blair  Campbeltown. 

completed at MSBO during 2014 included a new wheelchair access 
and a concrete square with a standing stone feature was created

McFadyens Contractors Ltd , Campbeltown   
needed new optical / camera equipment was purchased: the latter produc

images to add to the MSBO photographic archives (see photo of 

Argyll and Bute Council Employability  team replaced all external weatherboard 
sections on the NE / SE sections of the original hide including a new door.  In 
addition, a very sturdy roof was built over the viewing platform and includes a NW 

provide protection from onshore weather conditions: this will prove to 
be an excellent additional shelter during high winds / gale events, particularly when 
squalls arrive from the WNW and for visitors comfort when MSBO is closed. 

based teak preservative was applied to the entire facility. 

for seawatching and to endure extreme vagaries of Atlantic 

then daily from 1st 
includes the main ornithological occurrences of 

completion / commencement of all funded projects and is 

of selected species.     

from an anonymous 

new wheelchair access 
was created: this work 

purchased: the latter produced 
images to add to the MSBO photographic archives (see photo of 

replaced all external weatherboard 
sections on the NE / SE sections of the original hide including a new door.  In 
addition, a very sturdy roof was built over the viewing platform and includes a NW 

onshore weather conditions: this will prove to 
, particularly when 

squalls arrive from the WNW and for visitors comfort when MSBO is closed.  
applied to the entire facility.  

 
of Atlantic weather systems  



MSBO looking ship

The viewing platform almost completed

 

looking ship-shape after several coats of oil-based preservative

 

 

almost completed.  A small hide will be installed here by Easter 2015 

 
based preservative 

 
.  A small hide will be installed here by Easter 2015  



 
New access road too...  
During July, Stirling University
road all the way to the Marine 
beautiful area of SW Kintyre.
help maintain the standard of this 
  
 
UK Twite Study Project 2010
This valuable colour-ringing programme
Cumulative ringing totals September / October
     Additional species

    
    
                                                               
 
Recent MSBO colour- ringed Twite sightings...
Four birds have been reported elsewhere: two ringed this autumn were spotted in a 
flock of 45 birds on 9th October at Ballintoy Harbour on the north coast of Co Antrim 
(Richard Donaghey  pers. comm.), one ringed on 10
Point of Ayre, Isle of Man on 29
seen at Ramore Head on the N 
Guy  / George Gordon  pers. comm.).
A colour-ringed bird seen a
September was ringed at Heysham BO, Lancashire (
further details re BTO ring number 
  

Assistant warden Iomhar McMillan 

Stirling University  upgraded access to Uisaed Point from the main 
road all the way to the Marine Research Laboratory – a major improvement to a 
beautiful area of SW Kintyre.  Note that the speed limit is now 10 mph
help maintain the standard of this first-class improvement.         

UK Twite Study Project 2010 -2014 (total ringed to date = 1,370)  
ringing programme continued.   

totals September / October -                  Twite  
Additional species ringed -   

 Goldfinch  
     Chaffinch  
           Linnet  

                                                                        Grand total ringed           

ringed Twite sightings...  
Four birds have been reported elsewhere: two ringed this autumn were spotted in a 

October at Ballintoy Harbour on the north coast of Co Antrim 
pers. comm.), one ringed on 10th September, was controlled at 

Point of Ayre, Isle of Man on 29th October (Sean Gray  pers. comm.) and one was 
at Ramore Head on the N coast of County Antrim on 29th November (

pers. comm.). 
bird seen at MSBO from 6th September and controlled 

September was ringed at Heysham BO, Lancashire (Pete Marsh
BTO ring number L945710 pending). 

 

upgraded access to Uisaed Point from the main 
improvement to a 

10 mph  which will 

 221 

  157 
    14 
      2 

Grand total ringed               394 

Four birds have been reported elsewhere: two ringed this autumn were spotted in a 
October at Ballintoy Harbour on the north coast of Co Antrim 

September, was controlled at 
pers. comm.) and one was 

November (Colin 

controlled on 24th 
Pete Marsh  pers. comm. / 



          Twite 5C was ringed at MSBO 10

Note the Manx lighthouse at Point of Ayre

Twite: Ringed at Heysham BO Lancashire (UK Twite Study Project)

 Photographed at MSBO feeding station 6

Twite 5C was ringed at MSBO 10
th

 September / controlled Isle of Man 29

Note the Manx lighthouse at Point of Ayre 

 Photo Sean Gray 

Twite: Ringed at Heysham BO Lancashire (UK Twite Study Project)

MSBO feeding station 6
th

 September and controlled 24
th 

(ring number L945710)

 
September / controlled Isle of Man 29

th
 October 

 
Twite: Ringed at Heysham BO Lancashire (UK Twite Study Project) 

(ring number L945710) 



Locations of Twite movements at a glance...   
 

 
Note:  this December 2014 updated map is a visual summary of movements of 
Twite to and from MSBO over the last four years: it reveals that the majority of 
MSBO passage birds move south-east to winter in NW England.   
However, note the movements of some individuals to / from the east coast of 
Scotland (East Lothian), NE England (Northumberland) SE England (Essex and 
Suffolk) and exchanges to or from NW England (Cumbria and Lancashire), Isle of 
Man, Northern Ireland (Co Antrim and Co Down) and the Irish Republic (Co. 
Donegal, Co Mayo and Co Wicklow).  Birds controlled at MSBO are indicated by 
an arrow.  
Confirmed breeding of MSBO colour-ringed birds is at present confined to Mull of 
Kintyre and around Machrihanish.  In addition, singles have been sighted during 
the breeding season on Tiree (Argyll) and Rathlin Island (Co Antrim).   

 
 

 

 

For more information see Twite Ringing in Kintyre (Maguire 2014). Argyll Bird Club quarterly 

newsletter The Eider (Editor Steve Petty), March 2014; Number 107.  



 
MSBO Photo of the Y ear...

Altnacarry – the east light on Rathlin Island off the N coast of County Antrim

Photo taken from MSBO during 

A Review of the year 

ear... 
 

 
Cuckoo by MSBO 21

st
 May 

 

 
Rathlin Island from MSBO   

 

the east light on Rathlin Island off the N coast of County Antrim - 18 miles WSW of MSBO

Photo taken from MSBO during a cloud clear morning with flat light / no heat ha

 

 

 
18 miles WSW of MSBO 

no heat haze 



Rare / scarce birds 

Full wing of first-winter 

 
Scottish Bird Records Committee
May 2014 / photographed / 
 
Argyll Bird Club Records Committee
(12th November 2014 / photographed / 
 
Descriptions of a littoralis 
Long-tailed Skua  (October 2014
Argyll Bird Club Records Committee

birds seen / photographed at MSBO during 2014...
 

winter Kumlien’s Iceland Gull (N America) by MSBO 26
th

First MSBO / first Kintyre record 

Scottish Bird Records Committee  accepted a record of a White-
photographed / the second MSBO spring record). 

Argyll Bird Club Records Committee  accepted a record of a Common Rosefinch
photographed / the first MSBO record).      

 Rock Pipit  (May 2014: photographed} 
(October 2014: not photographed) have also been submitted

Argyll Bird Club Records Committee  (both pending). 
 

 

at MSBO during 2014...  

 
th

 January  

billed  Diver (17th 

Common Rosefinch  

: photographed} and a first-winter 
also been submitted to 



White-billed Diver >N off MSBO 

Record a

Common Rosefinch

Record accepted

 

 17
th

 May – adult in breeding plumage / the second MSBO 

Record accepted by Scottish Birds Records Committee  

 

Common Rosefinch 12
th

 November – a first-winter bird / first MSBO record 

Record accepted by Argyll Bird Club Records Committee 

 

MSBO spring record  

 
first MSBO record  



Seawatching Autumn 2014...
 
Much of the autumn was disappointing for seawatching, 
September was dominated by a slow
an easterly airflow.  Of interest, on 30
September was the warmest and with the lowest rainfall since records began in 
1910!  
Then, during late October
21st) with WNW winds.   A 
(25th).   
Some of the seabirds seen >S during the period 2
Northern  Divers (majority adults), 
Skuas , a juvenile Long- tailed Skua
Little Gulls , 2,000+ Black
24th-25th - 18–33 birds we
species here in October). 
Off MSBO, wind direction with any S attached to it does not normally promote 
productive seabird movements
perhaps this could be a result of the recent arrival of the tail end of a hurricane (21
To summarise the weather conditions 
for week or so.   
Our weather summary suggests that there
out there! 
 
Disappointingly, a total of only 4 
autumn and it was a blank year for 
 
 

Leach’s Petrel off MSBO 21
st

 October

Seawatching Autumn 2014...  

Much of the autumn was disappointing for seawatching,  
was dominated by a slow-moving high pressure system, culminating with 

Of interest, on 30th Sky News weather report announced that 
September was the warmest and with the lowest rainfall since records began in 

late October, seawatching aspirations picked up considerably 
A stiff SW force 4 took over (24th) switching to WSW force 5

Some of the seabirds seen >S during the period 21st - 31st included 
(majority adults), a Leach’s Petrel , 13 Pomarine Skuas

tailed Skua , a first-winter Mediterranean Gull
Black -legged Kittiwakes (during heaviest passage 

were logged per minute) and a single Puffin

Off MSBO, wind direction with any S attached to it does not normally promote 
productive seabird movements, especially involving this scale of quality / quantity; 

s this could be a result of the recent arrival of the tail end of a hurricane (21
weather conditions prior to the above movements

suggests that there must have been a lot of 

isappointingly, a total of only 4 Leach’s Petrels  appeared on two dates over the 
autumn and it was a blank year for Grey Phalarope  and Sabine’s Gull

October – one of only four seen during 2014 (3 in August

moving high pressure system, culminating with 
Sky News weather report announced that 

September was the warmest and with the lowest rainfall since records began in 

picked up considerably (from 
switching to WSW force 5     

included c. 60 Great 
Pomarine Skuas , 5 Great 

Mediterranean Gull , 5 first-winter 
during heaviest passage periods - 

Puffin  (an unusual 

Off MSBO, wind direction with any S attached to it does not normally promote 
quality / quantity; 

s this could be a result of the recent arrival of the tail end of a hurricane (21st).   
s - most unsettled 

a lot of very weary birds 

appeared on two dates over the 
Sabine’s Gull . 

 
August / one in October) 



Third-winter Kumlien’s Gull >S off MSBO

The second MSBO record of this N American race of Iceland Gull

Great Skuas off MSBO 17
th

 August 

winter Kumlien’s Gull >S off MSBO 19
th

 March 

The second MSBO record of this N American race of Iceland Gull (both records this winter / early spring)

 

 

(both records this winter / early spring)   



Noteworthy monthly occurrences
 
January-March :  The first and second MSBO
occurred during this period with 
Kintyre record) and a  third-
A Common  Sandpiper  was 
 
April : an unprecedented flock of 
massive c. 75% decline in the local 
very obvious and of real concern
An immature White-tailed  
winter Kumlien’s Gull that was present 26
 
May:  a Great Crested Grebe
was photographed >N on 17
Scandinavian Rock Pipit  was photographed on 18
 
July :  three female-type Goldeneye
and an adult Curlew Sandpiper
 
August :  A juvenile Mediterranean Gull 
An early autumn NW gale event on 17
including the first Leach’s Petrels
Great Skuas , a single Arctic Skua
legged  Kittiwakes .  
 
September :  an Osprey  >S on 2
 
October :  see summary of late October in 
   
November : a Little Gull >S

First

occurrences  / photographs at MSBO... 

The first and second MSBO records of Kumlien’s 
occurred during this period with a first-winter present 26th-27th January 

-winter >S on 19th March (the second MSBO record). 
was wintering (present from at least December 2013)

an unprecedented flock of Teal (90) was ranging off MSBO
in the local breeding population of Common 

real concern. 
 Eagle >N on 2nd (the second MSBO record) 

that was present 26th-27th January >S on 11th

Great Crested Grebe  in breeding plumage >S on 3rd, a White
was photographed >N on 17th (the second MSBO spring record)

was photographed on 18th and an Osprey

Goldeneye s (possibly Scottish bred juveniles)
Curlew Sandpiper  >S on 22nd (photo below).  

Mediterranean Gull was present 1st-4th. 
An early autumn NW gale event on 17th brought in a few significant seabirds 

Leach’s Petrels  (3) seen from MSBO this year and also several 
Arctic Skua ,  2000+ Manx Shearwaters  and c. 500 

>S on 2nd and an adult Mediterranean  Gull

summary of late October in Seawatching Autumn 2014

>S on 2nd and a Little Auk >S on 10th. 

First-winter Mediterranean Gull 1
st

-4
th

 August 

Kumlien’s Iceland Gull  
January (also the first 

March (the second MSBO record).  
present from at least December 2013).    

ranging off MSBO on 4th and a 
Common Eiders  was so 

(the second MSBO record) and the first-
th.  

White -billed Diver  
(the second MSBO spring record) a probable 

Osprey  >N on 26th.  

cottish bred juveniles) >S on 2nd 

brought in a few significant seabirds 
(3) seen from MSBO this year and also several 

and c. 500 Black-

Gull  >N on 10th.  

Seawatching Autumn 2014  above.   

 



White-tailed Eagle (immature) >

An adult Curlew Sandpiper

 

tailed Eagle (immature) >N off MSBO 2
nd

 April - the second MSBO record

Curlew Sandpiper >S with Dunlins off MSBO 22
nd

 July 2014

 
the second MSBO record 

 
2014 



Little Auk >S off MSBO

 
 
 

 
Black

 

Little Auk >S off MSBO 10
th

 November – the only 2014 record 

Black-legged Kittiwake >S off MSBO 17
th

 August  

 

 



Exceptional winter / early spring records and photo graphs from The Laggan 
farmlands and Campbeltown Loch... 
 
The early part of the year produced a range of quality birds at The Laggan 
Farmlands and also at Campbeltown Loch – and also a mega tick for some 300+ UK 
birders! (Read all about this significant UK twitch at / around Campbeltown during 
February / March below). 

• January : 2014 started surprisingly well with a first  for MSBO: a pale first-
winter ‘white-wing’ showing features of Kumlien’s  Gull was found dip-feeding 
with Black-headed , Common  and Herring Gulls  near the observatory.  The 
identification was resolved conclusively from photographs.  It was present 
only on 26th – 27th.  This is the first occurrence of this N American race of 
Iceland Gull  in Kintyre although there are around a dozen or so recent 
records for Argyll (Jim Dickson pers. comm.). 
There were at least 20 Kumlien’s  in the UK / Ireland during 22nd - 28th 
January 2014 including 2 birds in Highland (Birdguides ).     

 
• February : What an astonishing month this was.  A first-winter American 

Herring Gull  (Larus smithsonianus) was discovered in South Kintyre!   
The bird was initially found / identified on floodwater by Kilmichael, just 2 
miles NW of Campbeltown, on 6th / 7th (photographed / Dan Brown) and then 
relocated at Campbeltown Old Quay on 15th (photographed / Eddie Maguire).  
Then it was seen almost daily in and around Campbeltown to 28th.  It was 
particularly obliging when loafing on Campbeltown harbour and photographed 
down to a couple of metres!   
This is the second record for Argyll (a first-winter bird was on Tiree March-
May 2007) and the second Scottish mainland occurrence of this species.   
 
An adult Yellow-legged Gull  was identified by Drumlemble on 21st February 
but flew off before it could be photographed.  However, it was promptly 
relocated just S of Drumlemble School and photographed.  As far as I am 
aware this record has been accepted by Scottish Birds Records 
Committee . This will be the first record for Kintyre and the second Argyll 
occurrence (Jim Dickson / Eddie Maguire).   It was seen by Drumlemble next 
day (Eddie Maguire / Tim Cowley).   
 
Iceland Gull featured well at The Laggan with a first-winter, two regular 
second-winters and first and third-winter Kumlien’s . Other superb finds 
included 4 tundra Bean Geese and a Todd’s Canada Goose  at Kilmichael. 

 
• March : The first-winter American Herring Gull continued to appear regularly 

at Campbeltown harbour and at The Laggan farmlands just W of the town.   
It soon settled into an almost predictable routine: however, it proved 
exceptionally difficult to locate at times, especially later in the month.   
Reported as follows... 
Campbeltown Harbour at dawn on 1st then an hour or so later at Kilmichael 
floodwater (Bert Mitchell / Mark Rayment / Dave Webb / Kris Gibb / Mark 
Wilkinson et al). 



Campbeltown Harbour at dawn on 2nd (20+ birders) and later in fields 
between the Moy and East Backs farms (Keith Hoey / Dave Abraham / Eddie 
Maguire / Chris Hind / Dave Britton). 
Kilmichael am on 3rd (John Nadin et al). 
Kilmichael am on 4th (Tony Clarke – author ‘A Birdwatchers’ guide to the 
Canaries’). 
East Backs farm and The Moy pm on 5th (Eddie Maguire / Dave Holman / 
Chris Holt).  Chris and Dave also had good views of the bird just before dusk 
– it appeared to be roosting on the new quay (restricted area that can be 
viewed well from the east corner of the old quay). 
Craig’s / just NW of Kilmichael am on 6th (Ian Fleming pers. com.).  Ian 
missed the sighting by a minute or so but nailed it on 7th (however, a couple in 
a mobile home were ecstatic about clinching the species)  
Kilmichael am on 7th (Ian Fleming + 8 birders). 
Rhoin Farm floods am on 8th (Des Roberts / Tony Wales / Martin McCallum et 
al). 
By Drumlemble School am (Guy Bellingham + 4 birders) and Campbeltown 
Harbour pm on 9th (Eddie Maguire / Ian Bennell / Rod Millar / Dave Owen).  
The 10th was most frustrating for around 12 birders who did not find the bird 
(including Lee Evans / Rob Stokes / David Campbell / Peter Colston / Neil 
Bostock + 6 others).  However, it transpired later that it was reported am / pm 
on Birdguides. 
It was eventually found on 11th when it came in to roost on Campbeltown Loch 
about 17:30hrs (Eddie Maguire / Peter Colston / Neil Bostock / Dave Aitken / 
Michael Duncton / John Waters / Ian Mills / Michael Baker / Peter Hogg). 
Appeared opposite the harbour (on buoy off Dalintober quay) around 17:00hrs 
on 12th (Matthew Palmer).  At least 3 ‘new’ birders were in the area. 
Reported on all dates 13th – 17th (Birdguides / Review of the Week). 
Between 7th February and 27th March around c. 300+ birders from all around 
the UK visited Campbeltown searching the harbour and all gull flocks foraging 
on surrounding farmland / floodwaters 2-4 miles west of the town to find this 
much sought after national rarity.  Not all were successful; however, many 
dedicated birders left the town delighted!   
 
Argyll Bird Club  / MSBO Reports  and UK Birdguides featured photographs 
/ details of this second Scottish mainland occurrence.     
At The Laggan, there was at least 5 Iceland Gulls along with 2 Kumlien’s 
and, at last, a single first-winter Glaucous Gull was also found (scarce this 
winter).   
 
The Bean Geese (4) just made the logsheet whilst the Todd’s Canada 
Goose was a bit more obliging with several sightings. 
Floodwater at The Laggan attracted a few locally scarce winter visitors 
including Pintail (3), Shoveler (3) and Tufted Duck (4).  

 
• April : At least 2, possibly 3, first-winter Iceland Gulls  were seen (Westport 

Marsh, Machrihanish village and near Bellochantuy) and an elusive female 
Surf Scoter was reported early in the month in Campbeltown Loch. 

  



First-winter American Herring Gull the 

First-winter 

 
merican Herring Gull the Old Quay, Campbeltown 15

th
 February

 

winter American Herring Gull Campbeltown 15
th

 February 

 

February 

 
 



Yellow-legged Gull at The Laggan

A tundra 

 

legged Gull at The Laggan 21
st

 February / The first Kintyre record – Photo Jim Dickson

 

A tundra Bean Goose at The Laggan 27
th

 February 

 
Photo Jim Dickson 

 



Tundra 

Todd’s Canada Goose at The Laggan

Tundra Bean Geese at The Laggan 27
th

 February 

 

 

Todd’s Canada Goose at The Laggan February – Photo Dan Brown

 
 
 
 

 

 
Photo Dan Brown  



The Seabird Wreck  
Late February – early March 2014  

 
Following a succession of severe storm events during February, large numbers of 
dead birds (including Razorbills, Guillemots and Puffins) have been reported on 
beaches around Britain and the SW coast of France.  
In France, the Ligue pour la Protection des Oiseaux (LPO) did a beach count and 
found 24,351 wrecked auks – 21,567 were already dead and 2,784 were taken into 
care.   
French fishermen reported ‘carpets of birds at sea’ so the final total is likely to be 
significantly higher.  
 
More information at Massive Auk Wreck in France – BirdForum.  

 
SW Kintyre... 
During 24th February – 4th March, MSBO was alerted by local folk / visitors with news 
of many dead auks washed up on accessible beaches of SW Kintyre.   
The majority were reported as Razorbills . 

 
Location / numbers of birds found dead on the shore ... 
Southend                                 10    (Donnie McLean) 
MSBO                                          5    (Eddie Maguire et al) 
Machrihanish to Westport        25    (George Durnan et al) 
Bellochantuy         20 (Jimmy Kidd et al) 
Glenbarr to A’Chliet                 10    (Donnie McDougall) 
Total           70 

 
Combined, the above beaches are only a small section (< 10 miles) of Kintyre’s 
south-western seaboard so it follows that many more birds must have been involved. 
 
MSBO February data... 
It is revealing that the List of Selected Species in last month’s MSBO (February ) 
Report (see under Razorbill / Guillemot ) stated... 

 
‘In many flights monitored in and out of Machrihanish Bay, Razorbills 

far outnumbered Guillemots by 14/1. A small number of both species 

were in breeding plumage from the beginning of the month’. 

Note – the above data was collected 5th-17th February and involved a total of 438 
auks (all photographed).  Only 31 (7%) Guillemots  were found in the samples. 

 
MSBO March data... 
Locally, the Guillemot  appears to have been less affected by the severity of the 
February storms.  During the period 18th–31st, a total of 168 auks were photographed 
>S / 22hrs off MSBO: 114 (68%) were Guillemots .   
Although only token samples, compare the March data with the status of Razorbills 
off MSBO during February  prior to the news of the wreck (data above). 
 
 
 



Summary... 
MSBO data collected during February established that considerably more 
than Guillemots  were off the SW coast of Kintyre (
whopping 14/1 or 93%).   
Many of these birds must have been in a weakened / moribund state a
many were reported ‘close to the shore’.  
The low numbers of Guillemots
why so few appear to have been involved, at least locally, in this significant wreck.  
 
Ringing recoveries of Razorbi
 
A BTO metal ring was found locally and passed on to MSBO (bird colour

• Razorbill – Ring no: M27838.  
Skomer Island, Wales
Recovered – 2nd March 2014 / dead on beach / Machrihanish Bay.
 

• Razorbill – Ring no: M91165.  
Recovered – 14th February 2014 / dead on beach / Watergate Bay (Cornwall) 
This recovery featured on the 
for details of numbers of 

 
 

MSBO data collected during February established that considerably more 
were off the SW coast of Kintyre (fly-by ratio samples revealed a 

Many of these birds must have been in a weakened / moribund state a
many were reported ‘close to the shore’.   

Guillemots  noted in the February samples may partly explain 
why so few appear to have been involved, at least locally, in this significant wreck.  

Ringing recoveries of Razorbi lls involved in this wreck... 

A BTO metal ring was found locally and passed on to MSBO (bird colour
Ring no: M27838.  Ringed summer 2005 (breeding adult) /

Skomer Island, Wales (BTO Ringing Office pers. comm. ). 
March 2014 / dead on beach / Machrihanish Bay.

Ring no: M91165.  Ringed summer 1997 Sanda Island (Kintyre).
February 2014 / dead on beach / Watergate Bay (Cornwall) 

This recovery featured on the BTO Bird  Ringing ‘Demog Blog’
for details of numbers of dead auks found on beaches in the SW).

 

 
 

MSBO data collected during February established that considerably more Razorbills 
ratio samples revealed a 

Many of these birds must have been in a weakened / moribund state at that time and 

noted in the February samples may partly explain 
why so few appear to have been involved, at least locally, in this significant wreck.   

A BTO metal ring was found locally and passed on to MSBO (bird colour-ringed too).  
Ringed summer 2005 (breeding adult) / 

 
March 2014 / dead on beach / Machrihanish Bay. 

Ringed summer 1997 Sanda Island (Kintyre). 
February 2014 / dead on beach / Watergate Bay (Cornwall) 

Ringing ‘Demog Blog’ .(see this site 
auks found on beaches in the SW). 

 



Another probable first for MSBO..?
 
A Rock Pipit  photographed at MSBO 
second county record and 
Pipit (A. littoralis).  

Probable Scandinavian Rock Pipit

 
Jim Dickson  (Argyll Bird Recorder
identification. 
 
Gary Woodburn , a friend from Northumberland
he and friend (ex BBRC member) agreed with the identification.  They both 
Scandinavian littoralis well.
 
Gary Woodburn’s notes re the MSBO Rock Pipit

‘As for my opinion, OK here 

Your bird is clearly a rock pipit as oppose
wash to the upperparts (with some olive tones), weak supercilium and broad smudgy 
streaks on the flanks rule out water pipit to my eyes. 

This looks like a very bright 
had over here (pics attached) yours is darker looking with deeper peachy tones on 
the breast - which is why I asked if you'd adjusted the levels at all. I do see how the 
deep peachy tones to the underparts 
However, everything else seems to fit 
else this bird could be?      

first for MSBO..?  

photographed at MSBO on 18th May 2014 may 
and first MSBO / Kintyre occurrence of Scandinavian

        

Probable Scandinavian Rock Pipit MSBO 18
th

 May – a candidate as the second Argyll record?

Argyll Bird Recorder ) ‘put his hat in the ring’ and agreed with the

a friend from Northumberland examined the photo 
he and friend (ex BBRC member) agreed with the identification.  They both 

well.   

re the MSBO Rock Pipit ... 

‘As for my opinion, OK here goes..... 

Your bird is clearly a rock pipit as opposed to water pipit - straight away the greyish 
wash to the upperparts (with some olive tones), weak supercilium and broad smudgy 
streaks on the flanks rule out water pipit to my eyes.  

ry bright littoralis rock pipit to me. If you compare it to some I've 
had over here (pics attached) yours is darker looking with deeper peachy tones on 

which is why I asked if you'd adjusted the levels at all. I do see how the 
deep peachy tones to the underparts could raise questions, it does look unusual. 
However, everything else seems to fit littoralis for me and I am struggling to see what 

 

may well become the 
Scandinavian  Rock 

 
a candidate as the second Argyll record? 

) ‘put his hat in the ring’ and agreed with the 

the photo above and both 
he and friend (ex BBRC member) agreed with the identification.  They both know 

straight away the greyish 
wash to the upperparts (with some olive tones), weak supercilium and broad smudgy 

rock pipit to me. If you compare it to some I've 
had over here (pics attached) yours is darker looking with deeper peachy tones on 

which is why I asked if you'd adjusted the levels at all. I do see how the 
could raise questions, it does look unusual. 

for me and I am struggling to see what 



Most of the littoralis appear here from March to mid April and a few brighter 
individuals can look like the birds I’ve attached to this email. Whether they are 
moving through at that time of year or present all winter and just starting to attain 
brighter plumage in March (and therefore get noticed) is open to debate. Either way, 
each spring we get quite a few of these birds locally.  

I think the problem with your bird is that it is just TOO bright! Those peachy tones are 
stronger than I’ve seen on birds over here; the brighter birds here often show a more 
subtle pinkish/peachy flush. However, I note that grey tones on the upperparts of 
your bird are also quite obvious and dark – this is why I thought you may have 
adjusted the image levels. Lighting can change the way photos look, so perhaps 
darker lighting was involved here (it appears to be raining?) and has accentuated the 
tones/colours involved?  

I guess it is also conceivable that birds passing though a bit later like your bird in 
May might look even brighter due to a further advanced state of moult (the brighter 
littoralis rock pipits obtain their colours through a partial pre-breeding moult).  

I’m guessing your bird is a 1st summer?? Based on the longer fresh looking inner 
greater coverts contrasting with shorter more worn outer greater coverts. Most 
littoralis seem to move on from here quite early, I’d imagine a late lingering bird 
might be a less experienced 1st summer individual (as yours might be).  

I do vaguely recall something published on abnormal orange tones in pipits a while 
ago but I think it referred mainly to meadow pipits resembling red-throated. I’d 
imagine that if an aberrant petrosus rock pipit was showing peachy breast tones then 
it might still show fairly dense streaking to the underparts/flanks as is found in most 
petrosus. Your bird shows much reduced streaking as you would expect for a bright 
summer plumage littoralis.  

In summary if this bird was on the beach at Low Newton in April I’d think ‘Wow what 
an incredible looking littoralis rock pipit, the brightest I’ve ever seen in fact!’  I 
couldn’t really make it into anything else, it presses most of my littoralis buttons and I 
cannot see an easy option for an alternative identification. 

I hope these thoughts help. I am certainly no expert on these things so I’m very 
happy to be corrected by the more experienced out there!’   

Additional notes received from Gary.... 

‘Today I showed your pic to a mate over here who is one of the best birders I know 
and also an ex BBRC member. He agreed that it does look unusual due to the bright 
peachy breast but could see no other option for identification, the more he looked at 
it the more supporting features he noted and the more comfortable he became with 
the ID as littoralis’. 

This record is being very thoroughly assessed by Argyll Bird Club Records 
Committee and Scottish Birds Records Committee . 

 



Origin / wandering behaviour of a 
 
The colour-ringed Black Swan
is now known to be the wandering female of a high profile celebrity pair named 
‘Barak ’ and ‘Michelle ’.  They were gifted to Sir Gerry and Lady 
their impressive Oakfield Park lakes at Raphoe Castle Estate in Co Donegal.
Michelle initially took off from Oakfield Park in summer 2012 and by all accounts held 
up in Stranraer (Dumfries and Galloway) for a while before heading back w
bright lights of Belfast in December 2012.  
She was caught at Belfast Waterworks City Council Park by a BTO ringer and fitted 
with a bright orange darvic ring bearing three black letters ‘
Oakfield Park, Donegal the same da
Michelle’s recent bid for freedom has brought her back to Scotland.  
After spending around six weeks in Campbeltown Loch she was last seen there on 
19th September 2014 and a week or so later at Peninver.
David Jardine (pers. comm.)
Argyll on 5th October but not later.   It seems more than likely this was Michelle.  
Then, on 16th October, she suddenly appeared back in Campbeltown Loch (Emma 
Moffat / Elsie Campbell et al / pers. comm
Argyll (Ulva Lagoons) on 24
All future sightings of ‘NIY
Argyll, will be gratefully received and acknowledged. 
Many thanks to Rab Morton (Sanda Island Bird Observatory) for his thoroughness in 
tracing Michelle’s Co Donegal origin, and bringing to light the history of her 
wandering ways. 
 
 

 
Black Swan 

 

Origin / wandering behaviour of a colour-ringed Black Swan... 

Black Swan  that arrived in Campbeltown Loch on 4
is now known to be the wandering female of a high profile celebrity pair named 

’.  They were gifted to Sir Gerry and Lady Heather in 2011 for 
their impressive Oakfield Park lakes at Raphoe Castle Estate in Co Donegal.
Michelle initially took off from Oakfield Park in summer 2012 and by all accounts held 
up in Stranraer (Dumfries and Galloway) for a while before heading back w
bright lights of Belfast in December 2012.   
She was caught at Belfast Waterworks City Council Park by a BTO ringer and fitted 
with a bright orange darvic ring bearing three black letters ‘NIY’ and returned to 
Oakfield Park, Donegal the same day (15th December 2012). 
Michelle’s recent bid for freedom has brought her back to Scotland.  
After spending around six weeks in Campbeltown Loch she was last seen there on 

September 2014 and a week or so later at Peninver. 
David Jardine (pers. comm.) saw a Black Swan  distantly at the Add Estuary, Mid 

October but not later.   It seems more than likely this was Michelle.  
October, she suddenly appeared back in Campbeltown Loch (Emma 

Moffat / Elsie Campbell et al / pers. comm.).  A Black Swan  was seen again in Mid
Argyll (Ulva Lagoons) on 24th (Paul Daw).  Could this be Michelle wandering again? 

NIY’ from anywhere away from Campbeltown, especially 
Argyll, will be gratefully received and acknowledged.       
Many thanks to Rab Morton (Sanda Island Bird Observatory) for his thoroughness in 
tracing Michelle’s Co Donegal origin, and bringing to light the history of her 

Black Swan – swiftly elevated to local celebrity status 

that arrived in Campbeltown Loch on 4th August 2014 
is now known to be the wandering female of a high profile celebrity pair named 

Heather in 2011 for 
their impressive Oakfield Park lakes at Raphoe Castle Estate in Co Donegal. 
Michelle initially took off from Oakfield Park in summer 2012 and by all accounts held 
up in Stranraer (Dumfries and Galloway) for a while before heading back west for the 

She was caught at Belfast Waterworks City Council Park by a BTO ringer and fitted 
’ and returned to 

Michelle’s recent bid for freedom has brought her back to Scotland.   
After spending around six weeks in Campbeltown Loch she was last seen there on 

distantly at the Add Estuary, Mid 
October but not later.   It seems more than likely this was Michelle.   

October, she suddenly appeared back in Campbeltown Loch (Emma 
was seen again in Mid-

(Paul Daw).  Could this be Michelle wandering again?  
’ from anywhere away from Campbeltown, especially 

Many thanks to Rab Morton (Sanda Island Bird Observatory) for his thoroughness in 
tracing Michelle’s Co Donegal origin, and bringing to light the history of her 

 



Wilson’s Petrel in Kintyre...? 
 
At 10:44hrs on 24th October MSBO warden received a text message that was a real 
monocle-dropper – a Wilson’s Petrel was apparently in Kintyre!   
This mega was reported by Dan Brown  at Tayinloan ferry jetty, mid-west Kintyre (c. 
15 miles N of MSBO).   
When found the petrel was, unfortunately, clamped firmly in a Herring Gulls  bill, 
and, was still alive!  A Great Black-backed Gull  then robbed the HG of its prize and 
drowned the petrel.   
Dan emphasised there had been no time to photograph the unfolding drama: 
however, he did manage to glean some satisfactory plumage details and seemed 
confident with his identification to species level.  
This was truly a bizarre encounter: what a pity the evidence was swallowed, aye 
whole!   
If a description is submitted to BBRC  it could become the second  Argyll record of 
this trans-equatorial migrant that breeds on the Antarctic continent.    
An historical Argyll occurrence concerns one caught alive on Jura in October 1891 
(ap Rheinallt et al 2007; Birds of Argyll ). 
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Season’s Greetings to all our 

   The Observatory will reopen to the public on 1
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A first-winter Merlin by MSBO 
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